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Measuring Air-Water Interfacial Areas in Porous Media: Effects of  Transient Surface Tension 
Presented by Dr. Costanza-Robinson
148 Baker Lab
Blue Grass Concert: Tony Trischka (banjo player) Westcott Community Center
826 Euclid Ave
Don’t Feed the Actors: Improv-$10 donation to benefit ArtRage ArtRage Gallery 
505 Hawley Ave
Men are Victims Too - Dan Leonard ArtRage Gallery 
505 Hawley Ave
2010 Environmental Challenge!
8:30am breakfast provided. Volunteer to be a science fair judge Contact thmajanen@esf.edu
Assissi Center 
800 N. Salina St
17 
6:00pm
15 
7:00pm
13 
8:00pm
12
8:00pm
12 
3:30pm
Green Business Practices Seminar- 
Free, registration required. keirrajackson@coopfed.org
212 Marshall Hall18 
9-1pm
Film screening: “Who Does She Think She Is?”
Celebrate Women’s History Month! Free.
18 
7:00pm
ArtRage Gallery 
505 Hawley Ave
Great Lakes Research Consortium Annual Conference
Student presentations, faculty panel, research exhibitions. Continues through Saturday
19 
12-3pm
253 Baker Lab
Town Hall Meeting - ‘“Water” Impacts of  Using Embalming Fluid as a Drug”19 
6-7:30pm
Corcoran High School
919 Glenwood Ave
Syracuse Crunch vs. Hershey Bears19 
7:30pm
War Memorial @ OnCenter
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STAFF:
What better way to spend a Wednesday night than with free pizza 
and a riveting movie? That’s what over thirty students thought as 
they packed Moon 110 to watch Split Estate , the documentary 
that’s sweeping the state of New York.  The movie and following 
discussion were hosted by the ESF Environmental Studies Com-
munication Workshop. This was the first of three events in their 
environmental film series showing throughout March.  
 “Split estate” refers to a situation in which a person owns 
the surface of the land but not the mineral rights underneath. The 
film focuses on the struggles of mid-western land owners as they 
faced this reality and watched natural gas industries take over their 
property. A modern method of drilling called hydrofracking was 
highlighted in the film. The implementation of this process is being 
seriously considered in New York State, which lies atop the natural 
gas-rich Marcellus Shale formation.
 Following the documentary, audience members broke up 
into three discussion groups to have an intimate conversation about 
the film and the reality of hydrofracking in New York. Students 
shared their reactions to the film and knowledge of the drilling pro-
cess. Many people expressed horror and concern over the adverse 
health effects many citizens in the film experienced after being ex-
posed to hydrofracking fluids and fumes. A few students suggested 
that New York residents could prevent similar experiences by urging 
their counties to follow the lead of Onondaga County, which recent-
ly banned hydrofracking on county land. The discussion continued 
well after the event ended as students walked out the front doors 
unable to forget the images and new knowledge of hydrofracking.
ESF Students Discuss Split Estate
by Mary Ronan
The Knothole is the student publication of  SUNY 
ESF. It is published bi-weekly during the academic 
year.
The deadline for submissions is 5:00 PM the Monday 
prior to the publication of  that week’s issue.
Send submission to:
 esfknothole@gmail.com 
(Word or raw text file only)
The Article must contain the writer’s name; however, 
it will be withheld upon the writer’s request.
The Knothole reserves the right to edit submissions for 
length and content. 
The opinions expressed are those solely of  the writer 
and do not reflect the opinions of  the Knothole, its 
staff, or anyone affiliated with SUNY ESF.
The Knothole Office is located in 12 Bray (Basement).
Showing & Discusion: The 11th Hour 
March 24th | 7:00pm
Moon 110 
Free food will be provided. 
Imagine you are standing on a spit of land with nothing 
to your name but the clothes on your back and a small 
bit of food because a flood has passed through and 
taken everything you own. Few houses stand. Muddy 
water surrounds you on all sides and you cook what 
little food you have under a simple hut made of twigs 
and bamboo. You share the piece of land, with the rest 
of your family, you all must share your food and what 
little freshwater you can find to drink. You have been 
living like this for over six months now.
 Although this scenario sounds nearly 
apocalyptic, this is how countless families are living 
right at this moment in the country of Bangladesh as 
a result of global climate change, caused by fossil fuel 
emissions being released from industrialized nations 
half a world away. These families have even gained a 
special name: climate change refugees.
 Bangladesh is at the top of the 2009 Global 
Climate Risk Index, a ranking of 170 countries 
most threatened by climate change compiled by 
Germanwatch, an international nongovernmental 
organization that works on environment and 
development issues. 
 Some scientists have predicted that climate 
change could lead to a 3-foot rise in sea levels around 
Bangladesh by mid-century. What makes this threat 
truly daunting is that more than half of Bangladesh is 
less than 20 feet above sea level. This nation faces an 
additional threat: more extreme weather brought on 
by global climate change, such as heavy rain, cyclones, 
and severe flooding.
 The nation’s capital, Dhaka, is already beginning 
to feel the stress of the situation. According to Rabab 
Fatima, the Dhaka-based representative of the 
International Organization for Migration, ‘People are 
moving, being displaced forcibly, because of climate 
factors.’ 
 About half a million migrants, most of whom 
are escaping environmental degradation, are arriving 
in the city each year. That equals out to about the 
population of Washington, D.C., all moving mostly into 
the slums of Dhaka.
 Not only are countless villages in Bangladesh 
threatened by rising sea levels and extreme weather 
patterns but the quality of the nation’s water and food 
supply are also being tainted by increasing well and soil 
salinity, due to brackish water encroaching from the 
Bay of Bengal.
 Bangladesh is a country where 40 percent of 
its 150 million people live below the poverty line and 
agriculture is the key economic driver of the nation. 
So, jeopardizing of food output is something the 
nation or ordinary citizens cannot afford. 
However, actions are being taken in order to avert 
disaster. Villages are being mobilized to raise and 
reinforce embankments that protect their homes. 
Plans are being put into place to plant millions of 
mangroves, an effective natural defense against tide 
surges, saline-resistant rice, and improved storage for 
drinking water. The nation of Bangladesh has even 
put forward an international appeal for funds to help 
pay for whatever is needed for protection.
 Additionally, as drowning is now the leading 
cause of death among children under ten years old 
in Bangladesh, UNICEF is supporting a program to 
teach children basic swimming skills.
 Global climate change is no longer about 
speculation or a question of when. It is real and 
happening now. As Rahman, a leading Bangladeshi 
environmentalist puts it: ‘(Climate change) here is a 
matter of life and death for the communities, for the 
people, for the ecosystem. In the West it is an issue of 
minor lifestyle changes.’
Sources:
Chopra, Anuj. “How Global Warming Threatens Millions in Bangladesh.” 
U.S. News & World Report. U.S. News and World Report LP, 26 March 
2009. Web. 4 March 2010.
Williams, Ian. “In Bangladesh, Climate Change is a Matter of Life and 
Death.” MSNBC. msnbc.com, 7 Dec. 2009. Web. 4 March 2010.
Environmental Catastrophe in Bangladesh: 
A Face for Global Climate Change
by Meghan Johnstone
bop.nppa.org/2008/thumbnails/512/00015816/EPS
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Across the nation college students are voicing their 
concern over environmental degradation, and protest 
for change. Although passionate many do not know 
exactly how to go about accomplishing a sustainable 
world; that’s where Alex Stephan comes in. On Tuesday 
March 2nd Stephan, author of Worldchanging: A User’s 
Guide for the 21st Century, a contributor to various 
newspapers and magazines, such as the New York Times 
and Wired Magazine, spoke to a crowd of students and 
faculty in Hendricks Chapel. 
Stephan began his presentation by informing the public 
of the current environmental outlook and detailing the 
known dangers and effects of climate change, such as 
species extinction, rising oceans, and more frequent 
catastrophic weather patterns. Stephan noted that 
current UN modeling found that, “Even if every nation 
stays on track with their current promised emission 
reductions, we will still be giga-tons of carbon over 
the acceptable levels to prevent the most catastrophic 
climate change.”
Despite all of this, Stephan stays optimistic. “Positivity 
is the key. There is still an opportunity to make changes. 
I like to think there’s a good reason for me to get out of 
bed every morning. You have to stay optimistic.” 
Stephan advocated for a mix of institutional and 
lifestyle changes. “Even if everyone carpooled to work, 
we would still be facing an environmental crisis.” Cars’ 
carbon footprints mostly results from the materials 
and construction of roads, which account for over 
60% of the footprint. “Institutional changes need to 
be supplemented by our lifestyle changes.” Stephan 
explained, emphasizing the importance of government 
action. 
Stephan made it clear that both the developed and 
developing nations had a role to play in the creation of 
a sustainable future. He explained that population and 
resource management were paramount to improving 
the standard of living and would aid in the creation 
of sustainable communities. “Women’s rights are the 
most powerful sustainability technologies we have. 
By educating women, and providing them with equal 
rights, and access to property they have significantly less 
children and are more able to support their families at 
an acceptable standard of living.” Stephan explained. “If 
our population was 1/10th of what it is now we could 
World Changing: 
How to change the world through empowerment
continue to live as we are. But in reality that’s not 
going to happen. We need to focus on reducing the 
environmental impact and resource consumption of 
every individual.”
Stephan also touched upon the increasing 
urbanization worldwide. “Human society is becoming 
rapidly urbanized. Over 60% of the world’s population 
is projected to live in urban areas by 2030, and over 
70% by 2050. This is a good thing, because in cities 
people waste less energy and share more resources 
simply because of proximity.” Throughout his 
presentation Stephan called urban areas “catalysts 
for change” and was very optimistic that the growing 
urban population and landscape would help decrease 
overall natural resource consumption, and provides 
the necessary political backing for comprehensive 
energy policy reform.
What set Stephan’s presentation a part from most 
environmental speakers and advocates, was the 
positivity of his message, and his emphasis on the 
developing world. “Most people come and just preach 
doom and gloom to you, and complain that the United 
States is the problem and only solution to preventing 
climate change.” Stephanie Maxwell, a sophomore 
Broadcast Journalism major at Newhouse explained. 
“I don’t consider myself an environmentalist, but a 
lot of the stuff he said made sense. Every nation is a 
piece of the puzzle, and needs to contribute in their 
own unique way.”
What resonated with the public the most was 
Stephan’s closing remarks. “There are so many ideas 
and ways to improve our societies to be sustainable 
for the future, but what matters most is not exactly 
what we do; but that we do it together. Be the change 
you want to see in the world. The ruins of the un-
sustainable are the 21st century’s frontier. It’s your 
future; and it’s up to you to make it happen.”
“Positivity is the key. There is still   
an opportunity to make changes”
by Tim Wilke
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If you had to take a wild guess, what would you presume the 
most expensive experiment ever supported by the National 
Science Foundation would look like? What would the experiment 
investigate? Okay, done guessing?  Two words:  Black Holes. 
Now you may be wondering, why black holes? Why not the 
climate crisis, or something a little bit more….closer to home. 
The answer according to Peter R. Saulson, a professor of physics 
at Syracuse University, is that they are some of the strangest and 
coolest phenomena astronomers and physicists alike have ever 
encountered.
 Last Wednesday night Saulson gave a lecture at the 
Westcott Community Center as part of the University Neighbors 
Lecture Series. Saulson described black holes as being extremely 
fascinating because there is no way of knowing what composes a 
black hole. The only thing a person could hope to know is how 
much matter went into the formation of a black hole. Secondly, 
black holes have such an intense gravitational property that, if 
something gets a little too close, it can literally pull things into 
it. Where does the matter go? Well, its gravitational pull is so 
strong that it crushes the matter down to a single mathematical 
point where the light of, say a trapped star, has absolutely no hope 
of escaping. Unbelievably, using supercomputers and mapping 
technologies, scientists have recently located a black hole smack 
dab in the Milky Way Galaxy.
 In his lecture, Saulson did his best explaining to an 
unacquainted audience the experiment that he and a team of 
800+ scientists have been working on since the mid-eighties. The 
experiment is called LIGO, Laser Interferometer Gravitational-
Wave Observatory. The LIGO apparatus, which has cost 
approximately $300 million to build and $30 million/year to 
operate, exists in the shape of an “L” and can run up to 2.5 miles 
in both directions. There are two LIGO Observatory stations in 
the U.S., Hanford, Washington and Livingston, Louisiana.
 Scientists are hoping to observe the vibrations black 
holes give off when they are disturbed or distorted, such as when 
they inherit a new piece of mass. The observation comes in the 
form of a sound similar to a pop that lasts for around 1 to 2 
seconds. The scientists have been listening but so far there has not 
been much luck. Come 2015 however, after more tinkering with 
the Interferometer’s sensitivity system, Saulson and his crew are 
expecting to actually hear a black hole and perhaps even locate it 
in the solar system. To find out more about this groundbreaking 
exploration of the universe, visit http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/, and 
don’t forget to check out the upcoming lectures at the Westcott 
Community Center at http://www.westcottcc.org/UNLS09.htm.
Black Holes, Einstein, and Space-Time Ripples
by Candice Lanette
“I’m going to ask you a question, and you better answer yes” UN 
representative Tonya Gonella Frichner instructed over a hundred 
central New York residents gathered at LeMoyne College last 
Monday, “Are indigenous peoples human beings?” Audience 
members had gathered to listen to three nationally renown 
panelists discuss the Christian Doctrine of Discovery and the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. This was the 
second event in the Onondaga Land Rights and Our Common 
Future Series, sponsored in part by SUNY ESF.  Ms. Frichner, the 
North American Representative to the United Nations Permanent 
Forum on Indigenous Issues was joined by Syracuse Professor 
Phil Arnold and John Dieffenbacher-Krall, the Executive Director 
for the Maine Tribal-State Commission. 
 The first address came from Professor Phil Arnold who 
introduced the Christian Doctrine of Discovery as a collection of 
papal bulls, or letters from the Pope, dating back to the 15th century. 
These authorized European expansion in newly discovered lands 
in the name of Christianity. The acquisition of indigenous lands 
in these territories was permitted because the non-Christian native 
peoples were often not viewed as human beings. Professor Arnold 
outlined the lasting effects of this practice, including recent court 
cases citing these papal bulls as justification against Native 
American land claims. 
 Tonya Gonella Frichner aroused a passionate response 
from the audience as she continued this discussion. “How does a 
government take such an arrogant position that racism becomes 
law,” referring to the Christian Doctrine of Discovery as the 
From Savages to Peoples: Indigenous Rights Discussed at LeMoyne 
by Mary Ronan foundation of American law within the United States.  She argued 
that the injustice continues as the United States remains one of 
only three nations who refuse to sign the UN Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Urging audience members to raise 
awareness of this issue, she suggested we ask our elected officials 
“Why don’t Native Americans have human rights?” Her offer to 
take a statement from Onondaga County to the United Nations, 
stating the people of this county support a study on the effects 
of the Christian Doctrine of Discovery, was met with resounding 
applause. 
 With fists pounding and a resonating voice, John 
Dieffenbacher-Krall brought forth the passion he hoped would 
extend far beyond the auditorium. His work to get the Episcopal 
Church to repudiate the Christian Doctrine of Discovery has been 
monumental in the movement to get these documents renounced 
by religious and political leaders. He urged audience members 
to reflect on their roles and associations with the Doctrine and 
look for ways in which they could educate others on its disastrous 
effects. John Dieffenbacher-Krall asked the audience to use their 
power as constituents and demand their elected representatives 
address this issue. 
 Tonya Gonella Frichner recalled the long fight it took 
to have indigenous “peoples” to gain that recognition at an 
international level. Much of the world has taken a step forward in 
rejecting the imperialist view of native peoples as “savages”. All 
three panelists asked the audience to work for this acknowledgment 
in the United States. As the lecture ended with a roaring applause, 
it was evident this request had been taken to heart.
Time-Space Fabric being warped by a black hole
http://hepguru.com/blackholes/tempimages/einstein.jpg
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Who Needs Parks Anyways?
On February 19, the Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation (OPRHP) put forward a proposal that included the closure or reduction 
of services at 64 state parks and 15 state historic sites. 
This list of closures and reductions are an effort to achieve 
their 2010-11 savings target in the hope of addressing 
the State’s fiscal difficulties. Currently, OPRHP operates 
and maintains 178 state parks and 35 state historic sites. 
That means that one out of three state parks and almost 
half of the state historic sites will close or see reductions 
in services if this proposal successful.
Governor David A. Paterson issued the following 
statement with 
the lists release:
“New York 
faces an historic 
fiscal crisis of 
unprecedented 
magnitude…
The unfortunate 
reality of closing 
an $8.2 billion 
deficit is that 
there is less 
money available 
for many worthy 
services and 
programs. In 
an environment 
when we have 
to cut funding 
to schools, 
hospitals, nursing 
homes, and social 
services, no area 
of State spending, including parks and historic sites, 
could be exempt from reductions.”
While the OPRHP Commissioner Carol Ash issued the 
following statement, noting that this decision was made 
with much consideration:
“The 2010-11 Executive Budget included reductions 
to every area of State spending. As such, the Office of 
Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation has today 
put forward proposed closures and service reductions to 
meet its agency savings target.”
OPRHP divides the state into nine regions and the 
reductions and closures occur across the regions. 
The Central, which includes Syracuse, and the Finger 
Lakes Region are the geographically closest to SUNY-
ESF’s main campus. The Central region is currently 
in control of 19 state parks, 7 historical sites, and 
encompasses 9,000 square miles from Lake Ontario to 
the Pennsylvania State line. The Finger Lakes region 
has 24 parks, 1 historical site, and spans across central 
New York. In these two regions there are planned 
14 park closures, 3 historic sites closures, and 4 
swimming area closures. Of the 64 closures, 8 of them 
fall within the Central region, which mean it has the 
most closures overall.
This would seem like a typical step in a state that is 
searching for 
reductions in their 
budget but only 
$6.3 million can 
be saved through 
the proposed park 
closures, which 
amounts to less 
than 1 percent of 
the state’s $8.2 
billion dollar 
budget gap. Also, 
a recent report 
published by 
Political Economy 
Research Institute 
(PERI) at the 
University of 
M a s s a c h u s e t t s 
Amherst shows 
this reduction 
could actually 
hurt the economy 
of New York. The 
PERI study examined the influence the New York 
parks have on job creation and compensation to 
employees, the direct and indirect economic benefits 
on the surrounding cities and local cultures, and the 
environmental benefits from the parks within New 
York. According to the study, “The impact of the State 
Park System on New York’s economy is sizeable.” The 
benefits exceeded the direct costs of maintaining the 
state parks with a ratio that is greater than 5-to-1. This 
means for every 1 dollar spent by government on the 
parks results in more than 5 dollars returned to the 
State’s economy.
 
Adding to the loss of money, if a person is planning 
their summer vacation in Central New York and visits 
the OPRHP official website, clicking on the Central 
by Gary Greene
Parks and Historic Sites in the Central and Finger Lakes Region planned for closure. 
The tree in the middle represents the ESF campus.
Old Erie Canal Park
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region, they could be in for a surprise. Out of the 
four parks advertised on the site two, Pixley Falls and 
Selkirk Shores, are both on the closure list. Pixley 
Falls has, “Dramatic 50-foot waterfall, 22 stream-side 
campsites, and a nature trail.” While Selkirk Shores 
is advertised as, “Home to some of the finest fishing 
in the state, as well as some of the most spectacular 
sunsets.” 
The same holds true if the visitor clicks on the 
Finger Lakes region. The Finger Lakes is advertising 
Buttermilk Falls, Stony Brook, and Seneca Lake State 
Park as pristine locations to visit. These multiple parks 
are being touted for the magnificence and importance 
within the region yet; if the proposal succeeds these 
parks will close.
There is good news though about the proposed plan, 
the Legislature still needs to decide on the fate of the 
parks when lawmakers vote on the state budget. The 
deadline is April 1. With this time individuals who are 
concerned about the closures can get involved and join 
some of the planned events that are occurring around 
the state.
On March 3rd Parks & Trails, a not-for-profit advocacy 
group in New York, held a rally on the steps of Albany’s 
West Capitol Park to oppose the proposed cuts. The 
event was joined by friends of state parks and historic 
sites from across New York. The goal of the event, 
according to the Parks & Trails website was, “To join 
with other supporters and let our lawmakers know 
how their budget decisions will affect the state parks 
and trails you care about.” The organization feels, 
“Your support is critically important to ensure that our 
parks and trails receive the funding they must have to 
survive.”
Various other organizations around the state are also 
taking up the cause (for example The Adirondack 
Mountain Club and Keep Chittenango Falls Park 
Open). If you are interested in keeping any of the parks 
open you can check out some of the groups on Facebook 
or go to Parks and Trails Advocacy homepage (http://
www.ptny.org/advocacy/) to find out about their next 
scheduled event. 
If you are unable to travel to Albany, to voice your 
concern, a group of ESF students have formed a 
Students for the State Parks group which is getting 
active in the parks debate.  Their mission statement 
is, “A group founded by SUNY-ESF students dedicated 
to: Ensuring continued funding for state parks, 
Educating the people on the importance of state parks, 
and Protecting the future use of state parks.” They are 
currently working on getting guest speakers, a petition 
formed, and planning a rally on March 29th.
If you are interested in learning more about the situation 
contact Nate Reynolds at nrreynol@syr.edu or check 
out Students for the State Parks’ Facebook page. One of 
their goals from their last meeting was to bring a friend 
to help spread the word about this important cause. You 
could be that friend.
Central Region
Chittenango Falls State Park-Close Park
Clark Reservation State Park-Close Park
Fort Ontario State Historic Site -Close Historic Site
Helen McNitt State Park-Close Park
Herkimer Home Historic Site -Close Historic Site
Hunts Pond State Park -Close Park
Oquaga Creek State Park-Close Park
Old Erie Canal State Park-Close Park
Oriskany Battlefield/Steuben SHS -Close Historic Site
Pixley Falls State Park-Close Park
Robert Riddell State Park-Close Park
Selkirk Shores State Park-Close Swimming Beach
Finger Lakes Region
Beechwood State Park-Close Park
Bonavista State Park-Close Park
Chimney Bluffs State Park-Close Park
Newtown Battlefield State Park-Close Park
Springbrook Greens State Park-Close Park
Two Rivers State Park-Close Park
Buttermilk Falls State Park-Close Swimming Area
Seneca Lake State Park-Close Swimming Beach
Stony Brook State Park-Close Swimming Area
See Any You Like?
Get Involved Before They Close.
Is your favorite park not on the list? 
Well it still could be planned for closure because 
this is not the entire list for the state. The rest 
can be found on the Knothole website or from the 
offical press release at : 
state.ny.us/governor/press/press_02191001.html
From Left-to-Right: 
Chittenango Falls 
Fort Ontario
Stony Brook
Buttermilk Falls
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What’s the hottest new club on campus? 
That is an arbitrary question but word about 
Primitive Pursuits, a newly recognized club, 
has been spreading like wildfire. The club 
meets every Friday at three o’clock on the 
quad. The goal is to reconnect with nature 
by practicing ancestral living skills. 
 Freshman Justin Sutera, someone 
you may recognize by his self-made animal 
hide coat, is President of Primitive Pursuits. 
He started practicing primitive skills four 
years ago from a primitive skill instructor. 
He then continued to learn by reading 
books and experimenting. Last year, he 
attended a week-long seminar at Tom Brown 
Jr. Tracker School taught by Tom Brown Jr., 
a renowned tracker and survival expert. The 
idea of starting Primitive Pursuits occurred 
when he met Estelle Waterman, 
a Youth Instructor for Primitive 
Pursuits, a program offered by Cornell 
Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County 
in Ithaca, NY. Both thought Primitive 
Pursuits would be a great addition to the list 
of ESF’s club organizations. 
 They were not mistaken. ESF 
students have taken great interest in this club 
and are getting excited about workshops on 
pine needle basket weaving, shelter making, 
hide tanning, and bow-drill fire making.  
 Justin emphasizes practice as key 
to perfecting primitive techniques. “Bow 
making took [me] two years to become 
consistent”, Justin admits. Currently, he’s 
working on perfecting flint knapping (the 
ancient art of stone tool making) and animal 
tracking. “The more stuff I learn the more I 
realize the little I know”, he says with a look 
of profound wisdom. 
 Justin warns not to get cocky 
about making fire. “Sometimes when you’re 
overconfident it won’t work”, he explains. 
“Making fire is a spiritual practice—you’re 
releasing the energy of the sun by harnessing 
the wood. You shouldn’t take your fire 
making ability for granted.” Appreciation of 
the Earth’s resources is emphasized in the 
club.
 According to Justin, Syracuse 
University Outing Club and the Bob 
Marshall Club excursions, which focus on 
hiking trails, do not take enough time to 
appreciate resources. “When you slow down 
in nature, you see a lot more.”  
 Three essential things to bring on a 
primitive outing are a knife, metal pot, and 
blanket, but ideally you do not have to bring 
anything.“The goal of primitive camping is 
to have less and less gear,” Justin explains. 
“Plan a two-week camping trip with full gear 
and everyday loose a gear—by the end you 
will be camping primitively.”
 Justin also points out that primitive 
camping is not like that seen in popular 
television series Survivorman and Man vs. 
Wild. Though he has never seen either show, 
he criticizes them for portraying survival in 
wilderness as a battle against nature. “If you 
learn the skills it shouldn’t be a problem. 
Everything you do is with nature”, he 
explains. 
 There is a bunch of safety concerns 
associated with primitive camping but Justin 
assures that if you keep “awareness” you 
learn to avoid them.  Justin admits he still 
cuts himself frequently. Luckily, there 
are no reported injuries from other 
club members.
 So far, Primitive Pursuits has about 
15 regular members and 50 people on the 
email list. Twenty students are signed up to 
attend a weekend camping trip at Morgan 
Hill State Forest this April. Justin hopes that 
with more interest more campouts can be 
arranged. 
SU has Otto and now ESF has Oakie. Oakie 
the Acorn made its debut appearance this 
semester as the official mascot of ESF. The 
yellow and green acorn is hoped to develop 
a sense of unity and increase school spirit. 
 The inspiration for the new mascot 
is linked to the legendary Robin Hood Oak 
from which ESF now draws its new title, 
the Mighty Oaks. Everyone on campus is 
familiar with the Robin Hood Oak, currently 
surrounded by construction fences and soon 
to be the centerpiece of a new parking lot. 
Legend says, in the 1920s an ESF professor 
visited the fabled Sherwood Forest in 
England that was once inhabited by Robin 
Hood and his band of merry men. During 
this visit, the insightful professor gathered 
an acorn and upon his return planted it on 
ESF’s campus.  Decades later, the Robin 
Hood Oak has become an iconic piece of 
ESF history and has been immortalized by 
the re-branding of ESF. 
 The unveiling of Oakie brings focus 
to what can only be described as a period 
of transition for ESF. This season, ESF has 
revamped its sports program by progressing 
from campus club teams to official teams 
recognized by the National Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association, being supported 
through a student athletic fee, starting next 
semester. 
 Through the creation of a new 
identity, ESF is seeking to draw itself out of 
the shadow of Syracuse University. However, 
we are not looking to break away from our 
neighbors across the dome. The design for 
Oakie is made to mimic that of Otto the 
Orange. Both costumes are produced by 
the same company and those portraying the 
characters will be trained by Otto’s Army. 
This begs the question, are we developing 
our own identity or are we applying the 
Syracuse University template to our campus 
in a effort to expand the ESF brand and 
create more interest in the school?
 Long before the Mighty Oaks 
and Oakie the Acorn, those who attended 
ESF were known as the stumpies. To some, 
the term stumpies was a derogatory term 
meant to ridicule those who centered their 
focus on environmental issues; it carried 
the same negative connotations as the label 
of tree hugger. For those attending ESF it 
seemed to mean something else; this term 
had transformed into a common bond that 
transcended individual majors and programs 
of study. The use of the title stumpy created 
an identity for all those who attended ESF 
and represented a source of pride; everyone 
was here to peruse an education in the 
environmental field because they felt a 
connection to their work.
 ESF is expanding their presence 
on and off the Hill.  It is important to 
remember that while we did not have an 
official mascot for years, we have operated 
under an unofficial identity. In reality the 
re-branding of those who attend ESF as the 
Mighty Oaks simply formalizes an identity 
established long ago. Image from the unveiling of Oakie, the Mighty Oaks’ mascot.
Who’s Nuts
by Chris De Francesco
New Club Takes ESF Students Back to Their Primitive Roots
by Rosalia Lucero
“When you slow down in nature, 
you see a lot more.”
Contact Primitive Pursuits:
esfprimitivepursuits@gmail.com
On Monday March 8th, Michael Morris, the CEO of 
American Electric, and Governor Pataki came to ESF 
for The Future of Energy Forum, which was hosted by 
GCI and mediated by President Murphy. 
 A luncheon kicked off the day’s events; where 
a group of selected faculty, Mr. Morris, Governor 
Pataki, and a few undergraduate and graduate students 
gathered to share experiences and hopes for the future. 
Once Governor Pataki arrived Justin Heavey gave a 
half hour presentation on the research he conducted 
over the summer with professor Michael Kelleher, 
director of renewable energy systems, on ESF’s plan to 
be carbon neutral by 2015. Despite some technological 
difficulties, Heavey presented our school’s strong 
dedication and aggressive plans to reach our goal of 
carbon neutrality. 
 Afterwards President Murphy took the guests 
for a tour around the campus, showing off all of ESF’s 
research. The forum took place at 3:30 in Baker 
146, “It was a great turn out, especially since it was 
announced on such short notice,” commented Heavey. 
The room was filled with students lining the walls, 
adding to the discussion. President Murphy facilitated 
the conversation between the audience, Pataki and 
Morris, “I found the questions more enlightening 
than the responses,” said Adriana Beltrani, a junior in 
environmental studies. 
 It was important for these guests to visit our 
school because they provide the student body with a 
perspective that we do not often get at ESF.  It offered 
the opportunity for students to ask questions of the 
people we often demand the most answers from.
Green Campus Initiat i ve
by Shaylyn Decker
Energ
y Foru
m
 “I think ESF student’s asked great questions, 
but maybe didn’t get the answers they were looking 
for from the panelists,” observed Heavey. The 
students asked informed questions concerning 
peak oil, energy return on investment, and the 
future of oil and natural gas. However, some 
students were disappointed with the ambiguous 
nature of some answers the panelists gave, “Morris 
seemed to re-direct questions that had to do with 
contemporary issues by associating America’s coal 
use with American pride. It doesn’t matter where 
you’re from, it’s a global issue that involves shifting 
paradigms,” Rose Dillman an environmental studies 
junior. 
 These gentlemen offered ESF with opposing 
viewpoints that unfortunately act as the grim 
reality that students at ESF are constantly trying to 
revolutionize.  
Revolutionize the norm.
COMPOST UPDATE
Compost has been up and running for three 
weeks now and everything is moving along 
nicely. GCI hopes to open up the school’s 
compost system for student’s to bring organic 
material from their homes. Please continue 
to help!
Interested in GCI?
Meetings are Thursday’s at 7:00PM in 
Marshall 105.
Photo by: Dorian Kessler
Photo by: Dorian Kessler
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The Frack Down
Providing you with the skinny on the ongoing debate surrounding Hydrofracking
A fire was set ablaze last Monday, in Marshall Hall Auditorium, melting the snow outside. The topic? Hydrofracking, an extremely 
controversial environmental issue gaining ground 
in Syracuse. The panel discussion promised to be 
intense, with panelists representing many sides of 
this complex issue. Outspoken audience members, 
feuding panelists, and a lack of facilitation on 
behalf of moderator Chris Bolt, proved to be the 
most stimulating examination of an environmental 
dilemma witnessed throughout my four years at ESF.
In between all of the chatter and out of everything 
mentioned last Monday, 
there was one theme 
that screamed out to 
be recognized, there 
is a deeply entrenched 
ideological difference 
between those in favor 
of hydrofracking versus 
those opposed. It could be 
framed in multiple lights 
but no matter what frame 
you may place it in, it is 
blatantly evident that the 
viewpoints of those in 
favor of hydrofracking are 
set in short-term benefits, 
whereas those opposed 
focus on long-term costs.
Is there anything we will 
not do for energy? Or in hopes for economic growth? 
Three of the five panelists at Monday’s event touted 
repeatedly that, There has been no credible case 
of water contamination of significant extent from 
Hydrofracking. It is understandable why some of 
them may have claimed this, particularly David 
Palmerton and Adam Schultz, seeing as they both 
work closely with energy companies to secure, protect, 
and defend their interests in energy mining. As for 
Donald Siegel, professor of Earth Sciences at Syracuse 
University, perhaps he is simply devoted to rational, 
scientific analysis. 
These points of view stand completely devoid of any 
emotion or sincerity. They talk in terms of facts and 
figures whereas a panelist like Joe Heath, General 
Councilman to the Onondaga Nation, talks in terms of 
people, ethics, and the right to subsist. The problem 
stands in the fact that there are documented cases 
of citizens who, faced with hydrofracking in their 
towns, have suffered adverse health effects, water 
contamination, and other deliberately unjust actions 
on behalf of the energy companies.
The even larger problem is the fact that companies 
are so influential that their money drowns out the 
protesting voices of the suffering citizens. Companies 
like Halliburton and Chesapeake, deal with the 
unintended consequences later because they are 
aware of the financial gains to be procured, even with 
major mistakes. When 
an accident occurs and 
a settlement takes place, 
the family is obligated 
not to talk about the 
event, under threat of 
being sued.
Some of the panelists 
stated that society 
has already made the 
decision about natural 
gas and that they (we) 
are for it. They said this 
in Marshall Auditorium 
where, when asked, all 
but (a generous) ten 
people were against 
hydrofracking. 
Certainly, this cannot 
be true. The panelists all spoke of risk. Joe Heath 
said that the risks were far too high whereas David 
Palmerton and Adam Schultz said that we accept 
risks every day whether it be driving a car or eating 
a hamburger and that the same goes for energy 
extraction. Palmerton and Schultz also said that there 
is no zero risk business in any industry. This is true. 
However, does this necessarily lead to hydrofracking 
being added to the list of risks accepted by the citizens 
of New York?
The only opposition to hydrofracking comes in the 
form of citizen movements. Speak up and do not be 
scared or embarrassed to be loud. The corporations 
are set on making this happen so it is up to the citizens 
to make up their minds. Do not acquiesce!
by Candice Lanette
Words of Advice from All Sides:
1. Do your homework; do not let advocates control what 
you think or how you think. Try to think for yourself!
2. Pay attention to what is not included. It is often times 
more telling than what is included.
3. Read the Draft Supplemental Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement (DSGEIS), or talk to someone who has.
4. If you have the means, perform your own sample 
analysis of the fracking fluid byproduct.
5. Do not expect sweeping, overnight change. Change 
must be incremental, so study this to the ends of the 
world and figure out where you can make an impact.
6. Consider the risks you take every day. Then ask 
yourself if these risks are worth the benefits.
7. Demand more say and control.
8. Research the effects of privatizing shared resources.
9. Research the subsidization of energy.
10. Be the future of renewable energy.
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It was only early October and already the 
winter winds were blowing. A clean crisp 
breeze nipped at the wisps of hair sticking 
out from underneath Lexie’s hat, and the 
frost left her nose runny and the tip of it 
cold. She couldn’t wait to get back into 
her brand new Hummer and drive home 
to her luxurious flat in the city. She had 
just gotten a fancy coffee pot and she was 
dying to make a cup. It was the best thing 
since individually wrapped prunes. All you 
had to do was pick out a flavor, grab the 
individual serving, and put it in the maker. 
Then you had to place a mug inside and 
exactly one serving is brewed in less than 
a minute. All you have to do to clean up is 
open the top, pull the container with the 
grounds out, and throw it away. The next 
time you want a cup, you just have to pick 
out another flavor and drop it in the maker 
and do it all over again; minimal hassle, 
and easy clean up. 
 All of this was thanks to her 
brand new position at the Morrison Post. 
Lexie was now the editor and was not only 
making big changes in the content of the 
paper, but also making big changes in her 
every day life. It was high time, she felt, to 
indulge. You see, before she was honored 
with this position she lived with her 
parents and had to take a bus to work. Also 
she had to make her own lunches out of the 
crazy expensive health foods her mother 
insisted upon purchasing. Now, she had 
a huge flat all to herself, a brand new car, 
and she could afford to buy individually 
wrapped everything for lunches, (when she 
didn’t buy lunch, that is), and she also had 
all kinds of microwave dinners stocked up 
in the freezer. She was finally living the 
life, for not only were there all of these 
new developments for her to enjoy, but as 
editor of the Morrison Post she was able to 
make sure something, which she felt very 
passionately about, could be covered in the 
paper; environmental affairs. 
 So many environmental affairs 
bothered her. It killed Lexie that animals were 
treated with such cruelty. How dare people 
feel they can get away with wearing the skin 
of a poor innocent creature? It also got under 
her skin that people didn’t recycle. She made 
sure that every time she ate a microwave meal 
she put the container in the dish-washer and 
then threw it in the recycle bin. Also, a fan of 
staying hydrated, she made sure to recycle 
her numerous water bottles every day. Paper 
products were dutifully placed in the recycle 
bin every Tuesday night. She wanted recycling 
to be covered in the paper. What rubbish it 
was that people felt they had to produce so 
much waste!
 Speaking of rubbish, it was getting 
to her that she had to wait outside in this 
blistering October weather waiting for a 
meteorologist to show up and tell her that 
global warming was happening. It was 
obvious that this frigid weather disproved 
that theory. It was high time that someone 
take charge of this global debate. She felt that 
it could start with her paper. That was why she 
was interviewing this scientist. She was going 
to write an article, and she wanted to show the 
public the truth. Time was crawling, and she 
was growing impatient. He was ten minutes 
late.
 Roaring down the main stretch 
came a man on a motorcycle. He pulled up 
to the curb and flipped up his visor. He was 
wearing leather. She was disgusted. “Are you 
Alexia Kent?” he asked her.
 “Yes,” she replied, “Chris Connell, 
I presume,” she continued, sticking out her 
hand for a shake. She was horrified when he 
extended his own still gloved with the skin of 
some poor animal. It sent shivers down her 
spine. “Shall we step inside?”
They entered Clara’s Café. It was conveniently 
located and made for an excellent interview 
location. Lexie ordered a double mocha with 
extra whip cream “to go” even though she was 
staying. She just figured it was easier to drink 
from the disposable cup than to go through 
the fuss of bussing a mug herself and making 
someone else have to clean it later. Chris 
ordered a fair trade blend, black, and from 
his backpack produced a travel mug which 
he had brought along. The girl at the register 
gave him a discount. Lexie hated travel mugs. 
They smelled. 
 Lexie led them to a table near the 
window, and she started the questions. 
“So, with weather such as this how can you 
conclude that global warming is occurring?” 
She asked her scientist from across the 
Styrofoam coffee cup she held in one hand, 
and gesturing with the other hand to the 
windswept street.
 “Well,” he started, “while the 
weather today, right here, doesn’t seem to 
support the truth of global warming, it does 
support the concept of climate change.”
 Bullshit, she thought. She could 
see that he was simply playing with words: 
global warming/climate change. He was 
avoiding the truth by changing around his 
wording. What a clever scientist. “Oh really!” 
she exclaimed, “Could you please elaborate?
  aN ENvirOMEntaL aFaiR
by Kathryn Goloski
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        CITY WINDS
by Sandra Ficula
The minority are blanketed in Gaia’s cold cloak
White static superior to television rubble
Blur the skies and streets in false skeptic hopes
“Global warming isn’t real, Al Gore’s a fucking joke,”
the TV spits and laughs.
“We’ve had a record snow!”
Whether weather weathers into climactic
climate climbing
Cluttered mind-numbing television sputters spastic
Ad[vertisment]justed metal rabbit ears
Won’t skew the static only the truth
Mother needs your ears, your eyes, and your voice
Step outside and catch some static on your tounge
And the next time you romp around with other
City wilds-the majority-
Start a snow ball
And see how many people you can gather
To make it huge.
GOT CREATIVE TALENTS?
~SHARE WITH YOUR PEERS~
SEND ARTWORK, POEMS, SHORT 
STORIES, PHOTOGRAPHS, COMICS... 
WHATEVER TO 
ESFKNOTHOLE@GMAIL.COM
 
    The Seasonal Flirt
by Katlyn Goloski
The cold smells like isolation
And yet the scent is welcome
The air grabs my fingers
And won’t let them go
My feet have conversation with the 
snow
And my cheeks blush at what the wind 
whispers
My jacket wraps around me 
Trying to protect me from this hateful 
weather
But I am in love
      Invisible Blue Bin 
by Gary Greene
Into the Trash
the world revolves
People unable to comprehend connections
thoughts are there
but bodies lag
unable to connect actions
flashy things
gaining some observations
hoping to spoil their disconnections
Trashcan sits
with newly-hung signs
in the hopes of gaining reactions
photo credit:  http://bercorecycling.com/crv.html
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